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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
Accompanied with rapid urban growth and expansion, Automobile-based 
development in past decades has produced serious problems related to transportation 
efficiency in Chinese big cities. For example, Beijing, the capital of China just 
experienced an impressively extensive transportation congestion on Jan. 17th 2011, a 
common workday. Traffic jam appeared on all the ring roads, main streets, contact 
lines and transportation hubs. The amount of congestion roads reach to more than 140 
at afternoon peak hour in this day. In Shenzhen, a big southern city in China as of 
September, 2010, the registered vehicle amount reached 1.6 million, plus external 
vehicles and across vehicle (about 300,000), the amount of road vehicle in Shenzhen 
totals more than 1.9 million. Calculating with 1.9 million vehicles and 6,000 km of 
road length, the vehicle density of Shenzhen has exceeded 300 vehicles per km when 
compared with international alert value of 270 per km. 
About 32 Chinese cities have expanded or planned metro systems as the 
backbone of transit systems to address congestion and other traffic problems. 
Recently, State Council approved metro construction plans of 22 new cities, with a 
total investment of 882.00 billion RMB. According to the report of "People's Daily" in 
2016, China will build up 89 rail transit lines, with a total construction length of 2500 
km. The scale of the investment will reach to 993.73 billion RMB. China has become 
the world's largest construction market for urban rail transit.  
However, the existing metro systems in Chinese cities built in past decades fail to 
leverage transit shares distinctly. The average transit share in many metro cities 
remains at about 20% (“China Economic Herald”, 2011). The rapid increasing of 
private automobile ownership deteriorates the road traffic and in turn the service level 
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of bus transit and makes bus transit less and less attractive. Therefore, how to exploit 
the potential of metro system becomes the urgent issue to metro cities.  
In order to explore the relationship between planning strategy and metro ridership, 
we adopt a case study of Shenzhen. Shenzhen is the second largest city in Guangdong 
Province, situated immediately north of Hong Kong(Figure 1.1). Owing to China's  
 
economic liberalization, Shenzhen became Chinese first—and arguably one of the 
most successful—Special Economic Zones.  
Shenzhen's novel and modern cityscape is the result of the vibrant economy made 
possible by rapid foreign investment since the late 1970s, when it was a small fishing 
village(Figure 1.2). Since then, foreign nationals have invested more than US$30 
billion for building factories and forming joint ventures. It is now reputedly one of the 
Figure 1.1 City location and metro study area
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fastest growing cities in the world. As of 2007, Shenzhen accommodated 8.62 million 
residents within an area of 1,948.7 km2(Shenzhen Municipal Bureau of Statistics, 
2007). Its population density reaches a level of 4424 person/km2. And the population  
 
 
density inside the special economic region reaches 7,310 person/km2. If adding 
floating people, the total people amount could reach more than 10 million. In 2010, 
U.S. "Forbes "magazine published the most densely populated cities in the world 
rankings, Shenzhen ranked the fifth in population density with 17,150 people /km2 
just behind, Mumbai, Calcutta, Karachi, Lagos(Yangcheng Evening News, 2010). 
With the rapid urbanization, the urban transportation demand expands also. In 
2005, the city’s motorized trip reached to 9.45 million passengers per day, which 
increased 60% at the data level of 2001. The private car ownership increases at a rate 
of 20% annually. The model share of private car increased from 25% in 2001 to 38% 
in 2005(Zhang, 2009). In an effort to accommodate the continuously increasing of 
motorization requirement (Figure 1.3), Shenzhen opened its first 22-km metro system 
in 2005. Another 156-km metro line is under construction. Within next decades, the 
 
Figure 1.2 Urban landscapes in Shenzhen between 1980s and 2000s. 
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city will have a totaling of 424-km metro system. In the period of the first-stage metro 
construction, the local planning department missed the appropriate time to make 
metro-oriented lay out plan. In the second stage of the metro construction(present to 
2030), Shenzhen government expects to shape the built environment around stations 
by integration of land use and transportation because many proposing locations of 
new metro stations lie in less developed areas, which allows incorporating TOD 
strategy more completely and practically. 
Figure 3 Travel behavior change in Shenzhen(1995‐2005) 
Note: the  legend “vehicle”  involves private cars owned and used by  individuals and cars owned 
by government however used by individuals 
 
This paper would examine how the built environment factors influence metro 
ridership. Cross-section analyses of 19 metro stations in Shenzhen for 2010 are 
performed by using regression models and t-tests. For urban planners and 
transportation experts in Shenzhen, this question is important because of at least three 
reasons as follow. Firstly, digging out the potential of metro and make it cost-effective 
have been strong appeals from the government. As one of the vice mayor of Shenzhen 
said, “We should make public investment as efficient as possible and make metro 
attract more people and ease the burden of road system”. Secondly, rapid increasing 
amount of zoning and rezoning work around metro area in the past three years call for 
a set of operational land use index in order to better guide the future land use 
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development around metro stations (Zhang, 2009). Additionally, many Chinese 
planning experts and policy makers are skeptical towards applying certain TOD 
principle like high density on Shenzhen since this city have been ranked as one of the 
most compact cities in the world.  
Since Western countries and other Asian cities have been researching on this 
topic for a period of time, this study thus analyzes whether the influence of TOD 
planning factors identified from foreign case studies is also applied to Shenzhen. 
Since TOD planning elements involves density, mixed land-use, and urban designs, in 
this paper, we tried to identify what factors are more significantly effective in 
promoting transit ridership. This study first analyzes characteristics of planning 
factors identified from preliminary studies. Then we pick up built environment factors 
available and representing the urban form of Shenzhen. After that, multiple regression 
analysis models are developed to analyze that relationship between derived planning 
factors and metro ridership at different time periods. This process verifies the strong 
associations between some of the TOD planning factors and metro ridership. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Literature Review 
 
Among planning methods to address urban problems such as traffic congestion 
and environmental degradation, transit-oriented development (TOD) first proposed by 
an American architect and planner by the name of Calthrope(1993), has recently 
gained attention in China. There have been a number of definition of TOD(Boarnet 
and Crane 1998A, Salvensen 1996, Bernick and Cervero 1997). While such 
definitions vary in scope and specificity, Cervero thought that most TOD definitions 
share several common elements, which are mix-use, development that is close to and 
well-served by transit, and development that is conducive to transit riding. He also 
summarizes that less TOD definition mentioned other elements like compactness, 
pedestrian-and cycle-friendly environs, public and civic spaces near stations and 
stations as community hubs. 
2.1 Research object 
Research direction  
The difference among various definitions discloses that people concern different 
aspects of TOD, As mentioned by Cervero, the major purpose of deploying TOD 
strategy rests on several aspects, which are enhancing ridership, improving traffic 
conditions and widening choices on where to live and how to travel, rejuvenating 
urban neighborhoods, bringing more people into everyday facie-to-face contact, and 
engendering more social and cultural diversity in suburbia(Duaney et al. 2001; 
Calthorpe & Fulton 2001). Asian literatures concern more of applying TOD to 
moderate traffic congestion resulting from the disconnect between urban development 
and transportation(Cervero & Day, 2008; Cervero & Murakami 2010; Lin & Shin, 
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2008). Therefore, ridership becomes one of the most concerned element in Asian 
literatures, and in this paper as well.  
Many western TOD literatures emphasize TOD from supply perspective. A very 
common TOD supply study is the feasibility of public transit. Since this paper focuses 
more on ridership from the demand perspective, the literature from the perspective of 
supply would not be referred in this section.    
Geographic type 
Various definitions of TOD suggest that this strategy could be applied in different 
situations. White and McDaniel (1999) identified six forms of TODs divided by 
geographic context: (1) Single-Use Corridors: concentrations of single transit 
intensive uses (e.g., office or retail) in transit corridors; (2) Mixed-Use Corridors: 
concentrations of a variety of land uses on a single parcel or group of parcels within a 
transit corridor; (3) Neo-Traditional Development: development that primarily 
focuses on design features that reproduce traditional town or village settings with 
small lots, narrow streets, detached parking behind houses, reduced setbacks, and 
front porches; (4) Transit-Oriented Development: compact, mixed-used development 
concentrated near transit stops; (5) Hamlet or Village Concept: focuses single family 
homes around a central green area or commons; and (6) Purlieu with comprehensive 
and detailed design regulations, but few use restrictions. The geographic context in 
this paper pertains to the fourth type, namely compact, mixed-used development 
concentrated near metro stations. 
2.2 Association between built environment and ridership 
TOD literatures are mainly comprised of four topics: institutional issues, 
evaluation of impacts and benefits, implementation and urban design. Urban design is 
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the major concern of this paper. Cervero and Kockelman(1997) framed urban design 
by raising three dimensions of built environment characteristics, which are enhancing 
development density to increase transit ridership; diversifying land use (e.g., via 
mixed land use development) to improve convenience for public transportation 
passengers; and creating pedestrian-friendly sidewalks and transfer systems to 
increase the utilization of mass transit systems. This paper also applies the three 
dimensions to describe urban design.  
Extensive empirical evidence in U.S. cities indicates positive relationships 
between TOD built environment and transit ridership. JHK and 
Associates(1987,1989), Cervero and Duncan(2002), Lund et al.(2004) concluded that 
density, mixed land use, and sidewalk quality increase transit ridership. The major 
detailed finding of these scholars are as follows, 
Density 
The western studies generally demonstrated density to have a more significant 
effect than the other two elements. Cervero summarized these finding as follows, 1)in 
1995, TCRP study of boarding at 261 light rail stations across 19 U.S. and Canadian 
cities, found an elasticity of nearly 0.6 between ridership and population 
density-controlling for other factors, every 10-percent increase in population density 
was associated with about a 6-percent increase in boarding at LRT stations; 2) 
Ewing(1999) suggested several rules of thumb for residential densities in TODs, 
which were seven units per gross acre to support basic bus service, 15 unites per gross 
acre to support premium bus service, and 20-30 unit per acre to support rail service. 
3)Sound Regional Council(1999) contended that high employment densities of 15000 
jobs within half-mile radius of a station might compensate for lower household 
densities(Cervero, 2002). 
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Among Asian studies, Lin found that daily ridership was positively affected by 
the floor-space area of the station with coefficient of 4.01x10-10 using 46 stations in 
Taipei city as samples, controlling the effects of other independent variables(Lin, 
2008) . The influence of density differs between weekdays and weekends. Sung found 
that transit ridership of Seoul, Korea, was positively affected by the residential 
building density with coefficient of 0.152 and business density with coefficient of 
0.147 on weekday, the value of which is 0.304 at morning peak. He also found that 
metro ridership was positively affected by the residential building density with 
coefficient of 0.168 and by the business density with coefficient of 0.176(Sung, 
2011).  
Diversity 
Research from southern California estimated that mixed-use suburban work 
settings increased transit usage by, on average, 3.5 percent relative to otherwise 
comparable single-use workplace(Cervero, 2002).  
In Asia, Lin found that metro ridership is insignificantly affected by mixed land 
use in Taipei, which accorded with that of Kuo’s in Taipei and Zhang’s in Hong 
Kong(Lin, 2006; Kuo, 1999; Zhang, 2004). Sung found that transit ridership of Seoul, 
Korea, was positively affected by the land-use mix index for four land uses, with 
coefficient of 0.204 on weekday, controlling the effects of other independent variables, 
which is 0.136 and 0.209 at morning peak and morning non-peak, respectively. He 
also found that the metro ridership was positively affected by the land-use mix index 
with coefficient of 0.223(Sung, 2011). 
Design 
Ewing and Cervero found that urban design features have marginal impact on 
primary trips(Ewing & Cervero, 2001). To encourage walking, block lengths of 300 
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feet area are suggested since smaller block faces allow for high levels of pedestrian 
connectivity(Ewing, 1997).  
In Asia, Lin found that ridership negatively affected by the percentage of 
four-way intersections on weekdays with coefficient of -32945.55. He failed to find a 
relationship between sidewalk length and ridership. Sung also found that transit 
ridership is positively affected by four-way intersection density with coefficient of 
0.328 on weekday. And metro ridership is affected by average building group area, 
building area of each building with coefficient of -0.357 and 0.222, respectively. He 
also found that transit boarding ridership is positively affected by four-way 
intersection density, average building group area and average building area of each 
building with coefficient of 0.493, -0.446, 0.182, respectively(Sung, 2011). 
2.3 Association between socioeconomics and ridership 
American and Canadian scholars have concluded that the higher transit ridership 
is likely the synergistic result of transit system and socio-economic factors which are 
hard to be separated from each other(Gregory L , 2006; Shalaby, 2010).  Lin found 
in his study that household income is positively related to weekday and weekend 
ridership(Lin, 2008).  
  
In summary, as shown in Table 2.1, the United States and Asian researchers agree 
on the significance of density to transit ridership. People do not get consensus on the 
influence of mix use in Asian cities. Mix use is stated as an element facilitating transit 
use in the United States, whereas some Asian scholars failed to identify such a 
relationship empirically. Also, urban design factors, demonstrated as not significantly 
affect travel behavior in the United States(Messenger & Ewing, 1996), was found 
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negatively affected daily ridership in the cities of Taiwan and Seoul. Western 
literatures also found contradictory influence of household income to ridership when 
comparing with Asian literatures. 
Table 2.1 Statistical significance of independent variables of metro ridership regression model 
between western and Asian literatures 
Variable name Western literature Asian literature 
Density Positive(TCRP, 1995) Positive(Lin, 2008; Sung, 2006) 
Diversity Positive(Cambridge 
Systematics, 1994) 
N/A(Lin, 2008; Kuo, 1999; Zhang, 2004) 
Positive(Sung, 2006) 
Design Sidewalk: N/A(Messenger & 
Ewing, 1996) 
Percentage of four-way intersections: 
Negative(Lin, 2008; Sung, 2006) 
Building group area size: Negative(Sung, 
2006) 
Household 
income 
Negative(Gregory L , 2006; 
Shalaby, 2010) 
Positive(Lin, 2008) 
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Chapter 3 
 
Research Design 
 
The research design is described in three subsections, the first introducing TOD 
experiences in Shenzhen city, the second debating the hypothetical relationships and 
the third addressing the variables used in regression analysis. 
3.1 Research background 
In Shenzhen, the TOD planning concept may not be new since Shenzhen has 
incorporated TOD strategy into its three-tier planning system five years ago. However, 
many problems still exist at every level of planning practice. Firstly, TOD has been 
clearly spelled out in the document of master plan revision with a spatial strategy of 
multi-center urban structure, the purpose of which is to encourage more internal trips 
within sub-centers and reduce the percentage of long-distance trip between 
sub-centers. However, with the rapid sprawling of urban areas outside of the special 
economic zone, external trips increase sharply rather than internal trips. The 
continuously increasing of average trip distance burdens road system, especially the 
major roads to the downtown area(Zhang et al., 2009).  
In regard to middle-level and station-level TOD planning, detailed TOD planning 
has been carried out along future rail lines three years before. In the second-phrase of 
metro construction urban planners in Shenzhen start copying experiences from Hong 
Kong TOD cases. However due to lack of standardized technique, big gaps exist 
among planning and design institutions regarding what is an excellent TOD 
project(Zhang et al., 2009). 
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3.2 Hypothesis relationships 
Development density, diverse land use and pedestrian-friendly urban design, 
which are essential elements of the TOD built environment, theoretically enhance 
transit system use(Cervero et al., 1997).  High-density development not only 
increases transit ridership but also benefits transit service supplier(TCRP, 1995; 
Ewing, 1999). Increasing ridership and financial affordability of transit systems 
increases the possibility of enhancing service quality and hence attract increased 
transit usage(Lin, 2008). The gross floor area ratio around metro station areas in 
Shenzhen is about 2.2 on average, which is still lower than the average value of 2.4 
required by statutory zoning maps of Shenzhen(Zhang et al., 2009). 
Mixed land use reduces distances among different activities, making it convenient 
to use a mixture of transit systems and therefore might increase the actual service 
radius of metro(Cervero, 2002) because bus and other means of transit might feed 
more passengers to metro. And it also increases walking for multipurpose trips. The 
land use in Shenzhen is not highly mixed used at the station level. This is because 
many metro areas are often occupied by only four or five large blocks. And the 
functions of most of these large blocks are relatively exclusive. Although some 
auxiliary functions like commerce or recreation exist in the front and the second floors 
of some large residential blocks, however, the overall size of these auxiliary functions 
is very limited when compared with the primary use functions in these blocks. Hence, 
although urbanized land in Shenzhen might be moderately or heavily mix used at the 
sub-center level, the land use at station level are not necessarily highly mixed used as 
we expect in many other Chinese cities. This is partially due to the relatively short 
history of the urban development process. Plus, the special “Danwei” policy in China, 
which allows many state-owned companies occupy a large chunk of gated land at 
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metro station areas, strengthens the massive single-use block pattern also. 
Pedestrian-friendly urban design around metro stations also encourages travelers 
to use a mixture of transit and walking(Ewing and Cervero, 2001). However urban 
design in most study stations is not attractive also. Shennan Road, the longest trunk 
road of the city with 80 meters width overlapping with the existing metro line sharply 
divides urban area into two parts, north and south(Figure 3.1). Many metro station 
entrances locate at the corners of large-scale four-way intersections of Shennan road 
without elements like covered over-bridges or pedestrian-friendly sidewalks to 
combine the whole station area into an integral one. 
Many regression models of metro ridership contain control variables like 
household income(Gregory L , 2006, Shalaby, 2010). Due to the unavailability of 
such social economic data, we use average housing price as replacement. We assume 
 
Figure 3.1 Landscape of Shennan Road
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that with the increasing of housing price, people tend to choose auto as travel model 
rather than metro.  
To verify whether the effects of land use are the same in other cities and 
Shenzhen, this study examines the following hypotheses: 
 
Hypothesis 1: there is a positive relationship between density and metro ridership. 
Hypothesis 2: there is a positive relationship between diversity and metro ridership. 
Hypothesis 3: there is a positive relationship between design and metro ridership. 
Hypothesis 4: there is a negative relationship between housing price and metro 
ridership 
 
To verify the four hypotheses, this study applies linear regression to examine the 
effects of built-environment characteristics on metro ridership. Observations are made 
for each metro station and its surrounding area. Station area is defined as the area 
within 500 meters of a metro station, following the definition used by Bernick and 
Cervero in their work of TOD(Bernick & Cervero, 1997). All models use the TOD 
built environment and housing price variable, which theoretically affect dependent 
variables and are defined as independent variables. H1, H2, H3 and H4 are examined 
on the basis of the significances and calibrated parameters of the TOD variables. 
Regression model using weekday sample data are then calibrated by using t-test.  
3.3 Variables 
3.3.1 Dependent variables  
The dependent variable analyzed in this paper is metro ridership. We choose five 
time periods to account for passenger volumes. These five time periods are 
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“morning-peak”, (“07:30-09:00”), “non-morning-peak”(“10:00-11:00”), 
“non-afternoon-peak”(“15:00-16:30”), “afternoon-peak”(“17:30-19:00”), and 
“night”(“20:00-21:30”). We also differentiate number of people entering stations and 
leaving stations. Therefore, we have 10 dependent variables, the names of which are 
“morning-in”, “morning-out”, “ non-morning-in”, “non-morning-out”, 
“non-afternoon-in”, “non-afternoon-out”, “afternoon-in”, “afternoon-out”, “night-in” 
and “night-out”. The reason why we set up ten regression models is that empirical 
experiences inform that different ridership has different association with one or more 
specific independent variables. We will discuss the association in the independent 
variables part.  
Table 3.1 Studied variables 
Variable Measure(unit) Data source and year Variable 
form 
Dependent variable 
Metro 
ridership 1 
Passenger number entering a 
metro station(persons) during 
07:30-09:00 
Shenzhen Metro 
Cooperation(2010) 
X 
Metro 
ridership 2 
Passenger number leaving a metro 
station(persons) during 
07:30-09:00 
Shenzhen Metro 
Cooperation(2010) 
X 
Metro 
ridership 3 
Passenger number entering a 
metro station(persons) during 
10:00-11:30 
Shenzhen Metro 
Cooperation(2010) 
X 
Metro 
ridership 4 
Passenger number leaving a metro 
station(persons) during 
10:00-11:30 
Shenzhen Metro 
Cooperation(2010) 
X 
Metro 
ridership 5 
Passenger number entering a 
metro station(persons) during 
15:00-16:30 
Shenzhen Metro 
Cooperation(2010) 
X 
Metro 
ridership 6 
Passenger number leaving a metro 
station(persons) during 
15:00-16:30 
Shenzhen Metro 
Cooperation(2010) 
X 
Metro 
ridership 7 
Passenger number entering a 
metro station(persons) during 
17:30-19:00 
Shenzhen Metro 
Cooperation(2010) 
X 
Metro 
ridership 8 
Passenger number leaving a metro 
station(persons) during 
17:30-19:00 
Shenzhen Metro 
Cooperation(2010) 
X 
Metro 
ridership 9 
Passenger number entering a 
metro station(persons) during 
20:00-21:30 
Shenzhen Metro 
Cooperation(2010) 
X 
Metro 
ridership 10 
Passenger number leaving metro 
station(persons) during 
20:00-21:30 
Shenzhen Metro 
Cooperation(2010) 
X 
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Independent variable(Built environment variable) 
Total 
building 
density 
Area of total building floor 
space(m2) 
GIS database from Shenzhen 
Planning Bureau(2010) 
X/1000 
Residential 
building 
density 
Area of residential floor 
space(m2) 
GIS database from Shenzhen 
Planning Bureau(2010) 
X/1000 
Employment 
density 
Area of employment floor 
space(m2) 
GIS database from Shenzhen 
Planning Bureau(2010) 
X/1000 
Land use 
variety 
Equation 1(without unit) GIS database from Shenzhen 
Planning Bureau(2010) 
100X 
Number of 
blocks 
Number of blocks(without units) Calculated by author X 
Socio-economic variable 
Average 
housing 
price 
Equation 2(without unit) http://esf.sz.soufun.com/( ret
rieved on 15th, Aug, 2010) 
X/1000 
 
3.3.2 Independent variables 
Independent variables measure the characteristics of metro station areas and are 
used to explain the dependent variables. Two groups of independent variables are used: 
built environment variables and social economic variable. Table 3.1 lists the definition 
of these two groups, which are detailed as follows. 
Built environment variables 
This study describes the TOD built environment based on three perspectives: 
density, diversity, and design(3Ds). The method and reason defining 3Ds are as 
follows, 
First, land use density of a metro station area is measured by one of three 
variables: residential building density(residential floor space), employment 
density(working floor space), and total building density(total floor space area). Since 
station area is fixed, floor-space area represents building density. Although all three 
densities are expected to increase metro ridership, they have different effects on 
ridership dispersion. Residential floor space around metro station generally yields 
people entering stations at morning peak hour and leaving stations at afternoon peak 
hour. Therefore, residential floor space is used in two Model 1 and 8 which examine 
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the factors affecting passenger volumes entering stations at morning peak hour and 
leaving stations at afternoon peak hour(Table 3.2). On the contrary, employment floor 
space around metro station generally yields people entering stations at afternoon peak 
hour and leaving stations at morning peak hour. Hence employment floor space is 
used in Model 2 and 7 which examine the factors affecting passenger volumes 
entering stations at afternoon peak hour and passenger volumes leaving stations at 
morning peak hour. Total floor space comprehensively measures various activities. 
Therefore, total floor space is used in the remaining six regression models which 
examine the factors affecting passenger volumes entering or leaving stations at all non 
peak hours(Table 3.2). 
Table 3.2 Density variables in ten regression models 
Model name Dependent variable Density variable 
Model 1 Passenger number entering a metro 
station(persons) during 07:30-09:00 
Residential building density 
Model 2 Passenger number leaving a metro 
station(persons) during 07:30-09:00 
Employment building density
Model 3 Passenger number entering a metro 
station(persons) during 10:00-11:30 
Total building density 
Model 4 Passenger number leaving a metro 
station(persons) during 10:00-11:30 
Total building density 
Model 5 Passenger number entering a metro 
station(persons) during 15:00-16:30 
Total building density 
Model 6 Passenger number leaving a metro 
station(persons) during 15:00-16:30 
Total building density 
Model 7 Passenger number entering a metro 
station(persons) during 17:30-19:00 
Employment building density
Model 8 Passenger number leaving a metro 
station(persons) during 17:30-19:00 
Residential building density 
Model 9 Passenger number entering a metro 
station(persons) during 20:00-21:30 
Total building density 
Model 10 Passenger number leaving metro 
station(persons) during 20:00-21:30 
Total building density 
Land use variety is used to measure mix use. The function of calculating land use 
variety is developed by Cervero as presented in Equation 1. Pt refers to the percentage 
of floor space for land use t in a metro station. Land use diversity probably has two 
effects on metro ridership by increasing area vitality and improving economic 
development and quality of life, but simultaneously reduces the need of residents to 
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leave the metro station area because of the short travel distances among the locations 
of different activities(Boarnet & Crane, 2001; Lin, 2008). Hence, land use diversity is 
assumed to both positively and negatively affect metro ridership. 
 
Land use variety=െ෌ ሾሺ ௧ܲሺln ௧ܲሻ௧ ]          （1） 
Where 
t = numbers of land use 
Pt = percentage of floor space for land use t in a metro station    
    
  
Pedestrian-friendly design is measured by the number of blocks, which has also been 
developed by former study(Cervero & Kockelman, 1997). Since the areas of metro 
stations are fixed, the number of blocks could reveal the average block size given a 
fixed size of station area. Large number of block numbers is expected to reduce detour 
coefficient and is generally expected to positively affect metro ridership.  
As we know, the comfort of urban design covers a series of sub-topics like 
detouring, shelter-lacking, safe risks and so forth. Since shelter-lacking is a common 
phenomenon in the study area, plus safe risk is closely associated with block 
patterns(Jacobs, 1961) , we assume that the variable block number in this paper could 
represent the overall quality of urban design to a large extent.  
Social economic variable 
In addition to land use conditions considered in TOD variables, socioeconomic 
condition potentially influence metro ridership and should be addressed to minimize 
bias. Restricted by the availability of data sources, we use average housing price to 
explain the effect of income. The function of calculating average housing pirce is 
presented in Equation 2. Increment of housing price is expected to decrease metro use 
and thus reduce ridership.  
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Average housing price in one station area=෌ ሾሺܣ௧ܨ௧ሻ௧ ]      （2） 
Where 
t = numbers of real estates 
At = average housing price of a certain real estate 
Ft =total floor space of this real estate   
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Chapter 4 
 
Data and Regression Analysis 
 
As of 2010, the Shenzhen metro system had a length of 27 km and incorporated 
22 stations. Three of these stations are excluded from the sample because relevant 
data are unavailable. Therefore, the study sample comprised 19 metro stations in 
Shenzhen, as showed in Figure 4.1. The 19 metro stations are all within three districts  
Figure 4.1 Studied metro stations in 2010 
 
of the city, which are Nanshan, Futian and Luohu. Line 1 is the first metro line which 
involves 17 sample stations. Line 4 is the second metro line which involves 2 sample 
stations 
4.1 Data source and transformation 
The data are obtained from various sources for the base year of 2010, as shown in 
Table 3.1. Metro ridership records are obtained from Shenzhen Metro Cooperation. 
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Building density is obtained from GIS database in Shenzhen Planning Bureau. 
Average housing price is retrieved from records on commercial housing transaction 
website.  Block number is calculated by the author.  
The form of each independent variable form is determined by the correlation 
coefficients between trip generation and different forms of independent variables, 
including original value, 100 times value and 0.001 times value in an effort to avoid 
extremely low or high value of regression coefficient due to original unit. 
4.2 Descriptive statistics 
Table 4.1 lists the sample descriptive statistics of ridership(dependent variable 
data on the observation day, Aug. 17, 2010, and independent variable as well. The 
sample includes 19 stations, including three end stations, 15 intermediate stations.  
As we can see from the table 4.1, most of the variables exhibit large variance 
because most of the standard errors are large. The average passengers entered or left 
metro stations in each period ranges from 1372.6 to 3535.0. The highest mean 
passenger volume of 3533 happened in afternoon-in hour, when compared with the 
lowest volume of 1373 happened in night-in hour. The largest variance of ridership 
happens in afternoon-in hour. Figure 4.2 shows that Huaqiangbei metro station yields 
the largest amount of boarding passenger in afternoon-in time period. The smallest 
variance of ridership happens in night-out hour. Figure 4.3 shows that when 
comparing with Figure 4.2, boarding volumes in stations of employment center like 
Guomao, Laojie, Dajuyuan and Chegongmiao decrease a lot and make the variance 
among stations less obviously.  
Table 4.1 Descriptive statistics of dependent and independent variables 
Variable Mean Median Standard 
error 
Minimum Maximum 
Dependent variable: ridership 
Morning-in 2779.2 2201 1753.2 272 7595 
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Morning-out 2268.8 2082 1538.2 418 5757 
Non-morning-in 1442.6 1274 844.2 295 3741 
Non-morning-out 1394.9 1152 1210.8 284 5338 
Non-afternoon-in 1950.2    1589 1397.4 445 5752 
Non-afternoon-out 1939.7 1566 1459.1 448 6002 
Afternoon-in 3535.0 3037 2546.9 734 10749 
Afternoon-out 3405.8 3566 1640.1 799 6303 
Night-in 1372.6 969 983.3 368 3407 
Nigh-out 
ridership  
1488.9 1676 841.4 248 3067 
Independent variable(Built environment variable) 
 
Total building 
density 
2260.2 1749.0 1250.2 572.6 4836.0 
Residential 
density 
1004.7 932.5 680.5 47.5 2332.9 
Employment 
density 
469.7 321.0 555.6 31.4 2023.6 
Land use variety 71.4 75.2 20.1 29.1 100.4 
Number of blocks 8.76 9 0.6 4 12 
Social economic variable 
Average housing 
price 
19.4 19.0 5.8 11.3 33.8 
 
The average building density of total building density are 2260.2, ranging from 
52 to 10749(Figure 4.4). The station areas with extremely large value of total building 
density are Huaqiangbei, Guomao and Dajuyuan. Huaqiangbei metro station area 
serves as the city-level commercial center. The average residential building density is 
1004.7(ranging from 47.5 to 2332.9). The large variance among stations could be 
attributed to that some station areas are majorly occupied by recreational, educational, 
and other city-level facilities like Shaoniangong, Shenda and Luohu(Figure 4.5), 
which makes the residential density of these stations extremely low. The average 
employment building density is 469.7(ranging from 31.4 to 2023.6).  The large 
variance of employment building density is due to the disproportionately high value 
of four stations, which are Gangxia, Gouwugongyuan, Chegongmiao and Kejiyuan. 
Among the 19 observations, the land use variety and block number do not show 
large variance, which ranges from 29.1 to 100.4, and 4 to 12, respectively.  
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Figure 4.2 Ridership of all 19 metro stations in afternoon‐in hour 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Ridership of all 19 metro stations in night‐in hour 
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Figure 4.4 Total building densities of all 19 metro stations 
Figure 4.5 Residential building densities of all 19 metro stations 
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Figure 4.6 Employment building densities of all 19 metro stations 
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4.3 Diagnostic tests 
4.3 .1 Multicollinearity 
To test multicollinearity, a method of variance inflation factor is used in this study. 
The VIF formula is as follows: 
VIFk= 1/(1-R2k) 
In the formula, Rk is the deterministic coefficient of the variable k in the 
developed regression analysis model; generally, if VIFk equals to 10 or above, it could 
likely be an explanatory variable with multicollinearity problems. After an ex ante 
analysis of the developed regression analysis model, none of the independent 
variables showed a VIF value of 10 or above(Table 4.2); thus, VIF test indicates that 
none of independent variables is excluded from the analytical model.  
Table 4.2 Variation inflation factor of independent variables 
Model name VIF (mix use) VIF(block number) VIF(density) VIF(housing price)
Model 1 1.26 1.21 1.15 1.04 
Model 2 1.58 1.46 1.28 1.18 
Model 3 1.55 1.35 1.18 1.13 
Model 4 1.88 1.58 1.29 1.03 
Model 5 1.88 1.58 1.29 1.03 
Model 6 1.88 1.58 1.29 1.03 
Model 7 1.58 1.46 1.28 1.18 
Model 8 1.25 1.17 1.15 1.03 
Model 9 2.55 1.97 1.79 1.29 
Model 10 1.58 1.54 1.52 1.36 
 
4.3.2 Outliers 
To test outliers, a method of Cook’s Distance r is used in this study. The VIF 
formula is as follows: 
Di>4/(n—k-1), where in this case n=19(observation numbers), k=5(number of 
parameters). Therefore, the value of Di equals to 0.31. 
After identifying outliers by Cook’s Distance, seven of the ten models identified 
suspicious points with Cook value of equal or bigger than 0.31. 
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Table 4.3 Cook’s Distances of each stations in the ten models 
Station Name C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10
Shijiezhichuang 0.13 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.10
Huaqiaocheng 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.02
Qiaochengdong 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00
Zhuzilin 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.03 0.14
Chegongmiao 0.00 0.11 0.12 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
Xiangmihu 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
Gouwugongyuan 0.07 0.03 0.17 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.24 0.02 0.11
Gangxia 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.08 0.00
Huaqiangbei 0.05 0.11 0.06 1.27 0.99 0.95 0.30 0.00 0.46 0.04
Kexueguan 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dajuyuan 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00
Laojie 0.00 0.47 0.02 0.15 0.18 0.33 0.08 0.00 0.34 0.27
Guomao 0.01 0.05 0.36 0.31 0.42 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.10
Luohu 0.06 0.01 0.76 0.08 0.20 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.37 0.17
Fumin 0.19 0.12 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.03 0.00 0.11
Shiminzhongxin 0.03 0.28 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.26 0.20 0.10 0.09
Shaoniangong 0.03 0.28 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.26 0.20 0.10 0.09
Shendazhan 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.46 0.04 0.01
Kejiyuan 0.00 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.14 0.10 0.15
Baishizhou 0.30 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.11
 
4.3.3 Heteroscedasticity 
After implementing Breusch-Pagon-Godfrey test without throwing away any of 
the suspicious outliers, serious problems of heteroscedasticity are identified in five of 
the ten regression models, as showed by the p value of heteroscedasticity in Table 4.5, 
which are models of non-morning-in, non-morning-out, non-afternoon-in, 
non-afternoon-out and night-in. Atypical remedy is to remove outliers in these five 
models. After clearing the outliers, the heteroscedasticityof three of the five 
problematic models are removed by implementing BPG test again, which are 
non-morning-in, non-afternoon-out and night-in. The models of non-morning-out and 
non-afternoon-in still exists heteroscedasticity, as showed by the p value of 
heteroscedasticy in Table 4.6. A further remedy is to use White’s 
heteroscedasticity-corrected test to achieve homoscedasticity of error term(robust 
error).  The regression results of removing outliers combined with Whites’ robust 
standard error are presented in Table 4.7.  
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by all the three methods the “fist-order confidence” result. We call the regression 
results supported by either two of the three methods the “second-order confidence” 
ones. The regression results supported by either one of the three methods are called 
the “third-order confidence” ones. 
 
4.5 Regression results  
4.5.1 Overall statistical significance of the independent variables 
Combing the regression results of three ways of methods, we found that all four 
independent variables positively affect ten types of ridership in Shenzhen. The overall 
regression results show that density significantly affects the ridership of three time 
periods which are non-morning-in, non-afternoon-in and afternoon-out. Mix-use and 
housing price shows similar level of explanatory capacity. Block number shows the 
least capacity to explain ridership. The detailed regression report are shown in the 
Appendix  
Table 4.4 Regression result of three regression methods 
Number Model type Density Mix use Block number Housing price 
1 Morning-in    P(2) 
2 Morning-out P(2) P(1) P(3)  
3 Non-morning-in P(3) P(2)  P(2) 
4 Non-morning-out P(1) P(1)  P(1) 
5 Non-afternoon-in P(3)  P(3) P(1) 
6 Non-afternoon-out P(2) P(1)  P(1) 
7 Afternoon-in  P(1) P(1)  
8 Afternoon-out P(3) P(2)   
9 Night-in P(2) P(3)   
10 Night-out P(1)   P(3) 
P  means  positive  effect  on  ridership.  Blank  means  no  positive  or  negative  effects  have  been 
identified by regression model. 
(1) means result with fist‐order confidence 
(2) means result with second‐order confidence   
(3) means result with third‐order confidence 
 
4.5.2 Individual statistical behavior of independent variables 
Residential building density 
As noted by Table 4.4, the residential building density significantly affects 
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alighting ridership in afternoon-out period instead of boarding in morning-in period 
with first-order confidence. Why people around metro stations with high residential 
building density prefer to choose metro to commute back to home rather than to 
workplace? One supportive answer is that large amount of people choosing carpool to 
workplace decreases the significance of the residential building density in the 
morning-in model. The second-order significance of housing price in this model 
support this argument. On the contrary, we identified the significance of employment 
building density for alighting ridership in morning peak hour instead of boarding 
ridership in afternoon peak hour. The total building density is significant for boarding 
ridership in both non-morning hour and non-afternoon hour with first-order 
confidence, whereas total building density shows far less significance for alighting 
ridership.  
Mix use 
Mix use shows significance with first-order confidence in night-in model rather 
than night-out model. Mix use coupled with overall building density comprises major 
driver power of boarding ridership in night period. Also, mix use show second-order 
confidence in non-morning-in and afternoon-out model.  
Block number 
Block number significantly affects the morning-out and non-afternoon-in 
ridership with first-order confidence. With respect to the role of block number in 
morning-out model, one of the possible explanations is that people are more sensitive 
with urban design features near work place rather than near residential area in 
morning peak hour. As Small argued many commuters have a consistent preference 
about the size of a safety margin between arrival time at work site and work start 
time(Small, 1982). Therefore, people are more likely to shorten the time spent 
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between the destination station and the final destination place, rather than the time 
spent between the origin place and the origin station. Our study supports this 
argument. 
Housing price 
Housing price affects more of the ridership in morning time period rather than 
afternoon time period. Since home based trips tend to be more concentrated in 
morning peak period, we are confident that housing price is a strong factor to affect 
home-based travel. Although housing price also affects night-out ridership 
significantly with first-order confidence, it might be too early to conclude that housing 
price constitutes a strong factor to influence home-oriented travel. This is because 
night-out period just cover the time phrase from 08:00 pm to 09:30 pm, whether or 
not home-oriented travel comprises the major part of travel purpose in this period is 
still uncertain.   
 
 
 Table 4.5 Multiple regression results(all observations) 
 Model   
1:  
Morning-i
n 
Model 2: 
morning-o
ut 
Model 3: 
non-morni
ng-in 
Model 4: 
non-morni
ng-out 
Model 5: 
non-aftern
oon-in 
Model 6: 
non-aftern
oon-out 
Model 7: 
afternoon-
in 
Model 8 : 
afternoon-
out 
Model 9: 
night-in 
Model 10: 
night-out 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Building density   1.4
1 
0.0
2** 
.40 0.0
1*** 
0.6
4 
0.0
1*** 
0.7
7 
0.0
0*** 
0.7
5 
0.0
1*** 
  1.3
0 
0.0
3** 
0.4
2 
0.0
1*** 
  
Land use variety        26.
96 
0.0
4** 
     26.
37 
0.0
1*** 
  
Number of blocks   285
.62 
0.0
4** 
                
Average housing 
price 
 .   -62.
86 
0.0
2** 
            -65.
61 
0.0
4** 
No.obs 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 
R2 0.24 0.64 0.63 0.53 0.67 0.59 0.34 0.45 0.63 0.46 
Adj_ R2 0.02 0.53 0.53 0.39 0.58 0.47 0.16 0.29 0.53 0.31 
F_value 1.09 6.14 6.01 3.93 7.17 4.99 1.83 2.82 6.08 2.98 
Prob>F 0.40 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.18 0.07 0.00 0.06 
P value 
( heteroscedasticity) 
0.14 0.68 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.92 0.72 0.01 0.43 
Dep_variable 
Ind‐variable 
 Table 4.6 Multiple regression results (without outliers) 
 Model   
1:  
Morning-i
n 
Model 2: 
morning-o
ut 
Model 3: 
non-morni
ng-in 
Model 4: 
non-morni
ng-out 
Model 5: 
non-aftern
oon-in 
Model 6: 
non-aftern
oon-out 
Model 7: 
afternoon-
in 
Model 8 : 
afternoon-
out 
Model 9: 
night-in 
Model 10: 
night-out 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Building density    0.5
0 
0.0
0*** 
 0.5
6 
0.0
1*** 
0.5
3 
0.0
2** 
  1.8
1 
0.0
2** 
0.3
0 
0.0
1*** 
  
Land use variety   39.
09 
0.0
4 
9.9
1 
0.0
5** 
26.
89 
0.0
0*** 
34.
66 
0.0
0*** 
23.
59 
0.0
3** 
  60.
22 
0.0
2** 
14.
45 
0.0
3** 
  
Number of blocks   285
.62 
0.0
1** 
                
Average housing 
price 
-13
5.2
0 
.0.0
1*** 
  -46.
92 
0.0
1*** 
-48.
96 
0.0
3** 
-74.
76 
0.0
1*** 
-64.
68 
0.0
3** 
      -65.
61 
0.0
4** 
No.obs 19 19 17 17 17 16 19 19 16 19 
R2 0.24 0.64 0.81 0.74 0.80 0.67 0.34 0.45 0.75 0.46 
Adj_ R2 0.02 0.53 0.75 0.65 0.74 0.55 0.16 0.29 0.66 0.31 
F_value 1.09 6.14 13.05 8.41 12.34 5.64 1.83 2.82 8.2 2.98 
Prob>F 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.18 0.07 0.00 0.06 
P value  
(heteroscedasticity)  
0.14 0.76 0.91 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.92 0.60 0.43 0.43 
  
Dep_variable 
Ind‐variable 
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Table 4.7 Multiple regression analysis result summary of modal transit ridership(with White’s robust standard error) 
 Model   
1:  
Morning-i
n 
Model 2: 
morning-o
ut 
Model 3: 
non-morni
ng-in 
Model 4: 
non-morni
ng-out 
Model 5: 
non-aftern
oon-in 
Model 6: 
non-aftern
oon-out 
Model 7: 
afternoon-
in 
Model 8 : 
afternoon-
out 
Model 9: 
night-in 
Model 10: 
night-out 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Beta t-val
ue 
Building density   1.4
1 
0.0
3** 
.40 0.0
1*** 
 0.7
7 
0.0
5** 
   1.3
0 
0.0
0*** 
 0.3
0 
0.0
2** 
Land use variety     14.
36 
0.0
3** 
  26.
96 
0.0
2** 
 59.
22 
0.0
1***
44.
72 
0.0
1***
26.
37 
0.0
1*** 
  
Number of blocks   285
.6 
0.0
3** 
        590
.80 
0.0
1***
      
Average housing 
price 
-13
5.2
0 
0.0
1*** 
                -65.
6 
0.0
3** 
No.obs 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 
R2 0.23 0.64 0.63 0.53 0.67 0.59 0.34 0.45 0.63 0.46 
Adj_ R2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
F_value 2.48 10.5 4.50 3.31 6.30 3.46 12.27 4.73 6.26 4.55 
Prob>F 0.09 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 
P value  
(heteroscedasticity ) 
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Dep_variable 
Ind‐variable 
  
Chapter 5 
 
Discussion and Conclusion 
 
5.1 Strategies 
This section discusses possible applications of the empirical evidence regarding 
TOD strategy development for metro station areas in Shenzhen. The strategy 
development is designed to increase metro ridership and therefore enhance urban 
sustainability and metro system operational efficiency. 
5.1.1 General strategies 
According to the finding in the calibrated models, there are three possible 
strategic directions for land use planning. First, since building density increases metro 
ridership in different time periods, increasing development density around metro 
stations still represents a efficient strategy. Shenzhen is one of the most compact cities 
in the world. Therefore the upper bound of development capacity around station areas 
deserves deep study to avoid negative influence of high density development.  
High residential building density is expected to show significance in 
morning-peak hour whereas it does not, which is due in large part to the effect of 
housing price which counteract the positive effect of density in many stations. A 
strong evident of this augment is that Baishizhou, Shijiezhichuang, Dajuyuan, Laojie 
and Fumin, as urban village stations with high concentration of low income commuter,  
yield the highest boarding ridership in morning-peak hour. 
If we relax the strict requirement that the significance of land use diversity should 
be proved by all the three regression methods, we would argue that mix use  and 
housing price still affects ridership in various time periods. This conclusion implies 
that increasing land use diversity should be encouraged in implementing TOD in 
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Shenzhen. Additionally, TOD strategy should involve measures to control the rate of 
high price housing around stations. As for land use strategy, allowing a maximum 
parking rate or flat area, for example requiring more percent of affordable housing in 
station area are expected to be effective measures. 
5.1.2 Strategies for specific station areas  
When deploying pairwise comparison between stations, we could find many 
interesting point to further our discussion. For example, both Baishizhou station area 
and Gangxia station area are known as famous “urban village” station areas. The 
residential and total building density of Gangxia exceed those of Baishizhou’s. The 
housing price of Gangxia is 20 percent higher than that of Baishizhou. The block 
number and mix use of two stations are similar. However we found that on 
morning-peak hour, the boarding ridership of Baishizhou station overbeats Gangxia 
station a lot, with 7595 versus 4598. How to explain the huge gap of ridership? Is it 
just because the factor of housing price? We found that Gangxia is about 10 
kilometers closer than Baishizhou to the two major employment centers of Shenzhen. 
This phenomenon might suggest that metro attracts more of people with longer travel 
distance. Therefore, station-level TOD strategy might involve setting priority for 
improving stations with a minimum distance from major employment centers. 
Secondly, at morning-peak hour, the amount of alighting ridership of 
Shiminzhongxin is very low whereas the employment density of this station ranks 
the second highest, which suggests that this area fails to attract people to come by 
metro. Shiminzhongxin station area is the city-level administrative center with very 
low development density. The parking space is sufficient in this area which attracts 
people to come by auto. Such low-density development with high ratio of parking 
should be avoided in the future development. Further, regarding full usage of the 
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metro, part of the parking area could be refurbished to accommodate other functions. 
5.2 Conclusions 
This study examine whether built environments based on TOD increases transit 
ridership in Shenzhen. Specifically, 19 metro stations in Shenzhen are used as samples. 
And only some of the effects are found to meet expectations.  
The empirical evidence supports that dense development increase passenger 
volume leaving stations in peak hour. The most significant difference in empirical 
findings between this study and many previous investigations in Asian cities is the 
mix use effect, which still influence ridership in Shenzhen. Although Western scholars 
fail to see obvious effect of friendliness of sidewalks on ridership(Messenger & 
Ewing, 1996), this study supports the research results found in other Asian studies that 
urban design behaves significant for ridership. Such different resulst between Western 
and Asian research may come from the different spatial structures. The compact 
spatial structure might restrain car usage in dense area and strengthen the association 
between friendly access environment and metro usage in Asian cities. This argument 
suggests the necessity of adequate strategies for urban design in Shenzhen. 
 On the basis of empirical evidence and the objective of increasing ridership, this 
study identified three general strategy directions for land use planning in Shenzhen: 
adequately increasing development density around metro stations, especially selecting 
stations with a minimum distance from employment center of the city to deploy TOD 
strategy. Another two potential strategic directions for transportation planning are 
strengthening land use variety and controlling the percent of high-price housing 
around metro stations, especially for the purpose of increasing metro ridership and 
ease the burden of road system in morning peak hour.  
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 To further clarifying the impacts of TOD, further studies should examine three 
issues, 
 Firstly, transfer bus routes around metro stations are not involved in this study as 
an independent variable due to the limited number of observations which allows the 
number of independent variables equal to or less than four according to the rule of 
thumb of Ordinary Least Square(OLS) regression model. Transfer bus route is 
important for future study because competition for passengers between bus and metro 
system is more and more severe since the major bus corridor is to a large extent 
overlapped with that of the metro. Since bus system is the only mode to compete 
passengers with metro system in Shenzhen, variables measuring bus competitiveness 
should be considered in the further study. 
Secondly, contrary to the first issue undervaluing the negative effect of bus 
system to metro ridership, this study also fails to take the positive effect of bus system 
feeding metro system. This study measured only the station-area built environment. 
However, the building density and housing price outside of the walkable station area 
also affect metro ridership if shuttle bus is provided. Therefore, variables measuring 
the strength of transfer bus should be considered in further studies. 
Third, because metro system is still a new event in Shenzhen with only 22 
stations in operation, which means the cross-sectional study is exceedingly 
constrained by the small sample size. The small number of l metro stations makes the 
adding of independent variables more difficult when running regression model. 
Therefore, exploring large sample size to decrease heteroscedasticity or detect 
long-term effects to more completely identify the relationships between TOD and 
transit ridership in Shenzhen is impossible now. Since Shenzhen will finish its 200 
stations metro system before 2030, large sample size analysis and longitudinal 
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analysis with historical data to interpreting the increasing of ridership with the 
continuous expansion of metro system is expected to better explore the relationship 
between the expansion of metro system and the changing of ridership. 
Another thing worthy pointing out is that three types of residential building exist 
in Shenzhen, which are commercial real estate, urban village and factory dormitory. 
Urban village are not permitted to be sold on housing market so we have no access to 
know the average housing price. Since urban village almost equals to residence of 
low-income household in Shenzhen, using housing price to account for income might 
cause bias in regression because we might mistakenly overvalue the real housing price 
of metro stations with large amount of urban villages and accordingly undervalue of 
the influence of housing price to ridership.  
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Tables 
Table A‐1 Ordinary least regression regression results(all samples_morning‐in) 
 
 
 
Table A‐2 Ordinary least regression regression results(all samples_morning‐out) 
 
 
 
Table A‐3 Ordinary least regression regression results(all samples_non‐morning‐in) 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons     6394.279   3086.266     2.07   0.057    -225.1032    13013.66
      mud100    -5.989007   23.06896    -0.26   0.799    -55.46701    43.48899
 blocknumber    -125.7226   184.2528    -0.68   0.506    -520.9056    269.4603
       h1000    -135.2029   71.63219    -1.89   0.080    -288.8386    18.43287
     rfa1000     .5038928   .6452654     0.78   0.448    -.8800639    1.887849
                                                                              
   morningin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    55328802.5    18  3073822.36           Root MSE      =  1735.6
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0200
    Residual    42172823.4    14  3012344.53           R-squared     =  0.2378
       Model    13155979.1     4  3288994.79           Prob > F      =  0.3983
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    1.09
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons    -2313.689   1987.367    -1.16   0.264    -6576.166    1948.789
      mud100     21.65446   14.03872     1.54   0.145    -8.455599    51.76453
 blocknumber     285.6239   126.7013     2.25   0.041     13.87657    557.3713
       h1000    -10.28727   45.95836    -0.22   0.826    -108.8581    88.28361
     efa1000      1.40689   .5331722     2.64   0.019     .2633498    2.550431
                                                                              
  morningout        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    42590476.5    18  2366137.58           Root MSE      =  1051.2
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.5330
    Residual    15471170.9    14  1105083.63           R-squared     =  0.6367
       Model    27119305.6     4  6779826.41           Prob > F      =  0.0046
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    6.14
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons     1622.991   1003.884     1.62   0.128    -530.1252    3776.108
      mud100     14.35734   7.578454     1.89   0.079    -1.896829    30.61151
 blocknumber    -103.7591   69.89745    -1.48   0.160    -253.6742    46.15605
       h1000    -62.86442   23.88249    -2.63   0.020    -114.0873   -11.64156
     tfa1000     .3973793   .1256006     3.16   0.007     .1279929    .6667657
                                                                              
nonmorningin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    12827442.4    18   712635.69           Root MSE      =  580.74
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.5268
    Residual    4721563.58    14  337254.542           R-squared     =  0.6319
       Model    8105878.84     4  2026469.71           Prob > F      =  0.0050
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    6.01
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
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Table A‐4 Ordinary least regression regression results(all samples_non‐morning‐out) 
 
 
 
Table A‐5 Ordinary least regression regression results(all samples_non‐afternoon‐in) 
 
 
 
Table A‐6 Ordinary least regression regression results(all samples_non‐afternoon‐out) 
 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons    -464.7469   1628.916    -0.29   0.780    -3958.425    3028.931
      mud100     17.38455   12.29691     1.41   0.179    -8.989706     43.7588
 blocknumber    -31.83222   113.4166    -0.28   0.783    -275.0867    211.4223
       h1000    -29.28121   38.75208    -0.76   0.462    -112.3962    53.83374
     tfa1000     .6448519   .2038013     3.16   0.007     .2077415    1.081962
                                                                              
nonmorning~t        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    26388653.8    18  1466036.32           Root MSE      =  942.31
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.3943
    Residual    12431303.1    14   887950.22           R-squared     =  0.5289
       Model    13957350.7     4  3489337.68           Prob > F      =  0.0242
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    3.93
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons    -570.7392   1569.017    -0.36   0.721    -3935.946    2794.467
      mud100     26.96065   11.84472     2.28   0.039     1.556248    52.36505
 blocknumber    -13.19016    109.246    -0.12   0.906    -247.4995    221.1192
       h1000    -53.42008   37.32706    -1.43   0.174    -133.4787    26.63851
     tfa1000     .7716605    .196307     3.93   0.002     .3506239    1.192697
                                                                              
nonafterno~n        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    35152652.5    18  1952925.14           Root MSE      =  907.66
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.5781
    Residual    11533848.6    14  823846.331           R-squared     =  0.6719
       Model    23618803.9     4  5904700.97           Prob > F      =  0.0023
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    7.17
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons    -497.5938   1835.848    -0.27   0.790    -4435.097    3439.909
      mud100     26.44574   13.85907     1.91   0.077     -3.27901    56.17048
 blocknumber    -11.35499   127.8247    -0.09   0.930    -285.5117    262.8017
       h1000    -54.00603   43.67501    -1.24   0.237    -147.6796    39.66756
     tfa1000     .7490593   .2296915     3.26   0.006     .2564199    1.241699
                                                                              
nonafterno~t        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    38318919.7    18  2128828.87           Root MSE      =    1062
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.4702
    Residual      15790383    14   1127884.5           R-squared     =  0.5879
       Model    22528536.7     4  5632134.18           Prob > F      =  0.0103
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    4.99
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
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Table A‐7 Ordinary least regression regression results(all samples_afternoon‐in) 
 
 
 
Table A‐8 Ordinary least regression regression results(all samples_afternoon‐out) 
 
 
 
Table A‐9 Ordinary least regression regression results(all samples_night‐in) 
 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons    -5427.621   4423.707    -1.23   0.240    -14915.53    4060.288
      mud100     59.21798   31.24899     1.90   0.079    -7.804429    126.2404
 blocknumber     590.7993   282.0263     2.09   0.055    -14.08689    1195.686
       h1000    -17.28248   102.2994    -0.17   0.868    -236.6928    202.1278
     efa1000     .0562315   1.186795     0.05   0.963    -2.489192    2.601655
                                                                              
 afternoonin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total     116759902    18  6486661.22           Root MSE      =  2339.9
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1559
    Residual      76654900    14     5475350           R-squared     =  0.3435
       Model      40105002     4  10026250.5           Prob > F      =  0.1790
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    1.83
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons     409.4919   2460.507     0.17   0.870     -4867.77    5686.754
      mud100     44.72893   18.39159     2.43   0.029     5.282904    84.17496
 blocknumber     41.66246   146.8944     0.28   0.781    -273.3947    356.7196
       h1000    -95.65389   57.10832    -1.67   0.116    -218.1391    26.83128
     rfa1000     1.296052   .5144339     2.52   0.025     .1927012    2.399403
                                                                              
afternoonout        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    48420327.2    18  2690018.18           Root MSE      =  1383.7
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.2882
    Residual    26804952.5    14  1914639.46           R-squared     =  0.4464
       Model    21615374.7     4  5403843.68           Prob > F      =  0.0657
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    2.82
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons     -1316.61   1164.751    -1.13   0.277    -3814.753    1181.533
      mud100     26.37372   8.792866     3.00   0.010     7.514903    45.23255
 blocknumber     52.91296   81.09819     0.65   0.525    -121.0254    226.8513
       h1000    -30.83969   27.70955    -1.11   0.284    -90.27076    28.59138
     tfa1000     .4215983   .1457275     2.89   0.012      .109044    .7341526
                                                                              
     nightin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    17403554.4    18  966864.135           Root MSE      =   673.8
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.5304
    Residual    6356022.87    14  454001.634           R-squared     =  0.6348
       Model    11047531.5     4  2761882.89           Prob > F      =  0.0047
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    6.08
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
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Table A‐10 Ordinary least regression regression results(all samples_night‐out) 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons     1836.568   1211.748     1.52   0.152    -762.3737    4435.509
      mud100     11.23484   9.147652     1.23   0.240    -8.384917    30.85461
 blocknumber    -65.98485   84.37045    -0.78   0.447    -246.9415    114.9718
       h1000    -65.61015   28.82761    -2.28   0.039    -127.4392   -3.781077
     tfa1000     .3030599   .1516075     2.00   0.065    -.0221057    .6282256
                                                                              
    nightout        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    12744209.8    18  708011.655           Root MSE      =  700.98
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.3060
    Residual    6879293.11    14  491378.079           R-squared     =  0.4602
       Model    5864916.68     4  1466229.17           Prob > F      =  0.0564
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    2.98
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
. regress nightout tfa1000 h1000 blocknumber mud100
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Table A‐11 Ordinary least regression results(without outliers_morning‐in) 
 
 
 
Table A‐12 Ordinary least regression results(without outliers_morning‐out) 
 
 
 
Table A‐13 Ordinary least regression results(without outliers_non‐morning‐in) 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons     6394.279   3086.266     2.07   0.057    -225.1032    13013.66
      mud100    -5.989007   23.06896    -0.26   0.799    -55.46701    43.48899
 blocknumber    -125.7226   184.2528    -0.68   0.506    -520.9056    269.4603
       h1000    -135.2029   71.63219    -1.89   0.080    -288.8386    18.43287
     rfa1000     .5038928   .6452654     0.78   0.448    -.8800639    1.887849
                                                                              
   morningin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    55328802.5    18  3073822.36           Root MSE      =  1735.6
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0200
    Residual    42172823.4    14  3012344.53           R-squared     =  0.2378
       Model    13155979.1     4  3288994.79           Prob > F      =  0.3983
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    1.09
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons    -4404.644   2242.529    -1.96   0.071    -9249.333    440.0441
      mud100     39.09229   16.76825     2.33   0.036     2.866688    75.31789
 blocknumber     429.1814   146.4202     2.93   0.012     112.8598    745.5029
       h1000    -10.95458   43.20605    -0.25   0.804    -104.2956    82.38643
     efa1000     .9790161   .5618233     1.74   0.105    -.2347294    2.192762
                                                                              
  morningout        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    42519207.6    17  2501129.86           Root MSE      =  988.23
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6095
    Residual    12695861.1    13  976604.703           R-squared     =  0.7014
       Model    29823346.5     4  7455836.62           Prob > F      =  0.0022
                                                       F(  4,    13) =    7.63
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      18
                                                                              
       _cons     1096.441   593.5783     1.85   0.090    -196.8552    2389.737
      mud100     9.907811   4.469413     2.22   0.047     .1697971    19.64582
 blocknumber    -72.00252   42.41849    -1.70   0.115    -164.4245    20.41944
       h1000    -46.92027   15.34716    -3.06   0.010    -80.35886   -13.48167
     tfa1000     .4965615   .0809898     6.13   0.000        .3201     .673023
                                                                              
nonmorningin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    6981387.06    16  436336.691           Root MSE      =  329.73
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.7508
    Residual    1304645.77    12  108720.481           R-squared     =  0.8131
       Model    5676741.29     4  1419185.32           Prob > F      =  0.0003
                                                       F(  4,    12) =   13.05
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      17
. regr nonmorningin tfa1000 h1000 blocknumber mud100 if cook3<0.31
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Table A‐14 Ordinary least regression results(without outliers_non‐morning‐out) 
 
 
 
Table A‐15 Ordinary least regression results(without outliers_ non‐afternoon‐in) 
 
 
 
Table A‐16 Ordinary least regression results(without outliers_ non‐ afternoon ‐out) 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons    -905.0568   807.7401    -1.12   0.284    -2664.971    854.8577
      mud100     26.88944   6.188766     4.34   0.001     13.40527     40.3736
 blocknumber      64.3811   61.14677     1.05   0.313    -68.84627    197.6085
       h1000    -48.96025   19.51465    -2.51   0.027    -91.47903   -6.441476
     tfa1000     .2767646   .1505369     1.84   0.091    -.0512272    .6047563
                                                                              
nonmorning~t        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    9665556.94    16  604097.309           Root MSE      =  460.14
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6495
    Residual    2540774.77    12  211731.231           R-squared     =  0.7371
       Model    7124782.17     4  1781195.54           Prob > F      =  0.0018
                                                       F(  4,    12) =    8.41
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      17
. regr nonmorningout tfa1000 h1000 blocknumber mud100 if cook4<0.31
                                                                              
       _cons    -819.7468   977.7205    -0.84   0.418    -2950.017    1310.523
      mud100     34.66479   7.491127     4.63   0.001     18.34303    50.98655
 blocknumber     47.24253   74.01447     0.64   0.535    -114.0211    208.5062
       h1000    -74.76274   23.62131    -3.17   0.008    -126.2291   -23.29634
     tfa1000     .5579133   .1822158     3.06   0.010     .1608992    .9549275
                                                                              
nonafterno~n        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    19071860.9    16  1191991.31           Root MSE      =  556.97
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.7397
    Residual    3722651.04    12   310220.92           R-squared     =  0.8048
       Model    15349209.9     4  3837302.48           Prob > F      =  0.0003
                                                       F(  4,    12) =   12.37
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      17
                                                                              
       _cons     303.2471   1151.978     0.26   0.797     -2232.24    2838.734
      mud100     23.58774   9.500115     2.48   0.030     2.678124    44.49735
 blocknumber    -23.44958   87.75498    -0.27   0.794     -216.597    169.6978
       h1000    -64.67935    25.7785    -2.51   0.029    -121.4174    -7.94126
     tfa1000     .5325843   .1961706     2.71   0.020     .1008157    .9643529
                                                                              
nonafterno~t        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    11852150.9    15  790143.396           Root MSE      =  594.35
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.5529
    Residual    3885812.49    11  353255.681           R-squared     =  0.6721
       Model    7966338.45     4  1991584.61           Prob > F      =  0.0102
                                                       F(  4,    11) =    5.64
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      16
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Table A‐17 Ordinary least regression results(without outliers_afternoon‐in) 
 
 
 
Table A‐18 Ordinary least regression results(without outliers_afternoon‐out) 
 
 
 
Table A‐19 Ordinary least regression results(without outliers_night‐in) 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons    -5427.621   4423.707    -1.23   0.240    -14915.53    4060.288
      mud100     59.21798   31.24899     1.90   0.079    -7.804429    126.2404
 blocknumber     590.7993   282.0263     2.09   0.055    -14.08689    1195.686
       h1000    -17.28248   102.2994    -0.17   0.868    -236.6928    202.1278
     efa1000     .0562315   1.186795     0.05   0.963    -2.489192    2.601655
                                                                              
 afternoonin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total     116759902    18  6486661.22           Root MSE      =  2339.9
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1559
    Residual      76654900    14     5475350           R-squared     =  0.3435
       Model      40105002     4  10026250.5           Prob > F      =  0.1790
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    1.83
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons    -1263.202   2735.379    -0.46   0.652    -7172.629    4646.226
      mud100     60.21779   21.65008     2.78   0.016     13.44563    106.9899
 blocknumber    -22.92314   152.1544    -0.15   0.883    -351.6327    305.7864
       h1000    -71.83494   58.82885    -1.22   0.244    -198.9269    55.25706
     rfa1000     1.806118   .6408326     2.82   0.015     .4216837    3.190553
                                                                              
afternoonout        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    47693523.8    17   2805501.4           Root MSE      =  1352.7
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.3478
    Residual    23787240.6    13  1829787.74           R-squared     =  0.5012
       Model    23906283.2     4  5976570.79           Prob > F      =  0.0463
                                                       F(  4,    13) =    3.27
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      18
. regr afternoonout rfa1000 h1000 blocknumber mud100 if cook8<0.31
                                                                              
       _cons    -1179.877   669.5077    -1.76   0.106    -2653.453    293.6996
      mud100     14.45392   5.731925     2.52   0.028     1.838036     27.0698
 blocknumber     70.60878   49.70244     1.42   0.183    -38.78556    180.0031
       h1000    -1.107468   15.78156    -0.07   0.945    -35.84245    33.62751
     tfa1000      .300337   .0927112     3.24   0.008     .0962811     .504393
                                                                              
     nightin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    5140903.94    15  342726.929           Root MSE      =  342.59
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6575
    Residual    1291052.77    11  117368.434           R-squared     =  0.7489
       Model    3849851.17     4  962462.792           Prob > F      =  0.0026
                                                       F(  4,    11) =    8.20
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      16
. regr nightin tfa1000 h1000 blocknumber mud100 if cook9<0.31
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Table A‐20 Ordinary least regression results(without outliers_night‐out) 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons     1836.568   1211.748     1.52   0.152    -762.3737    4435.509
      mud100     11.23484   9.147652     1.23   0.240    -8.384917    30.85461
 blocknumber    -65.98485   84.37045    -0.78   0.447    -246.9415    114.9718
       h1000    -65.61015   28.82761    -2.28   0.039    -127.4392   -3.781077
     tfa1000     .3030599   .1516075     2.00   0.065    -.0221057    .6282256
                                                                              
    nightout        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       Total    12744209.8    18  708011.655           Root MSE      =  700.98
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.3060
    Residual    6879293.11    14  491378.079           R-squared     =  0.4602
       Model    5864916.68     4  1466229.17           Prob > F      =  0.0564
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    2.98
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      19
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Table A‐21 Ordinary least regression results(robust standard error_ morning‐in) 
 
 
 
Table A‐22 Ordinary least regression results(robust standard error_ morning‐out) 
 
 
 
Table A‐23 Ordinary least regression results(robust standard error_ non‐morning‐in) 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons     6394.279   3516.865     1.82   0.090    -1148.647    13937.21
      mud100    -5.989007   25.33551    -0.24   0.817    -60.32827    48.35026
 blocknumber    -125.7226   164.1113    -0.77   0.456    -477.7063    226.2611
       h1000    -135.2029   46.31887    -2.92   0.011     -234.547   -35.85879
     rfa1000     .5038928   .4432574     1.14   0.275    -.4467998    1.454585
                                                                              
   morningin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                                       Root MSE      =  1735.6
                                                       R-squared     =  0.2378
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0916
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    2.48
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons    -2313.689   1955.035    -1.18   0.256    -6506.821    1879.444
      mud100     21.65446   14.79365     1.46   0.165    -10.07476    53.38369
 blocknumber     285.6239   121.6413     2.35   0.034     24.72929    546.5185
       h1000    -10.28727    40.7765    -0.25   0.804    -97.74416    77.16962
     efa1000      1.40689   .5789165     2.43   0.029      .165238    2.648543
                                                                              
  morningout        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                                       Root MSE      =  1051.2
                                                       R-squared     =  0.6367
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0004
                                                       F(  4,    14) =   10.50
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      19
       _cons     1622.991   926.6587     1.75   0.102    -364.4941    3610.476
      mud100     14.35734   5.974041     2.40   0.031     1.544296    27.17038
 blocknumber    -103.7591   74.40445    -1.39   0.185    -263.3408     55.8226
       h1000    -62.86442   29.42498    -2.14   0.051    -125.9747     .245894
     tfa1000     .3973793   .1314573     3.02   0.009     .1154315    .6793272
                                                                              
nonmorningin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                                       Root MSE      =  580.74
                                                       R-squared     =  0.6319
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0151
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    4.50
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      19
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Table A‐24 Ordinary least regression results(robust standard error_ non‐morning‐out) 
 
 
 
Table A‐25 Ordinary least regression results(robust standard error_non‐afternoon‐in) 
 
 
 
Table A‐26 Ordinary least regression results(robust standard error_non‐afternoon‐out) 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons    -464.7469   1046.021    -0.44   0.664    -2708.239    1778.745
      mud100     17.38455   11.01082     1.58   0.137    -6.231324    41.00041
 blocknumber    -31.83222   117.6919    -0.27   0.791    -284.2562    220.5918
       h1000    -29.28121   27.73044    -1.06   0.309    -88.75708    30.19466
     tfa1000     .6448519   .3931907     1.64   0.123    -.1984583    1.488162
                                                                              
nonmorning~t        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                                       Root MSE      =  942.31
                                                       R-squared     =  0.5289
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0417
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    3.31
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons    -570.7392   1082.434    -0.53   0.606    -2892.329    1750.851
      mud100     26.96065   10.59589     2.54   0.023     4.234726    49.68657
 blocknumber    -13.19016   115.1734    -0.11   0.910    -260.2126    233.8323
       h1000    -53.42008   31.45022    -1.70   0.112    -120.8741    14.03393
     tfa1000     .7716605   .3542822     2.18   0.047     .0118008     1.53152
                                                                              
nonafterno~n        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                                       Root MSE      =  907.66
                                                       R-squared     =  0.6719
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0041
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    6.30
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      19
       _cons    -497.5938   1376.774    -0.36   0.723    -3450.479    2455.292
      mud100     26.44574   14.09859     1.88   0.082    -3.792735    56.68421
 blocknumber    -11.35499   139.7354    -0.08   0.936    -311.0577    288.3477
       h1000    -54.00603   34.33313    -1.57   0.138    -127.6433    19.63121
     tfa1000     .7490593   .4058097     1.85   0.086    -.1213161    1.619435
                                                                              
nonafterno~t        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                                       Root MSE      =    1062
                                                       R-squared     =  0.5879
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0364
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    3.46
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      19
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Table A‐27 Ordinary least regression results(robust standard error_afternoon‐in) 
 
 
 
Table A‐28 Ordinary least regression results(robust standard error_afternoon‐out) 
 
 
           
Table A‐29 Ordinary least regression results(robust standard error_night‐in) 
 
 
   
                                                                              
       _cons    -5427.621   2997.117    -1.81   0.092     -11855.8    1000.555
      mud100     59.21798   19.91651     2.97   0.010     16.50131    101.9346
 blocknumber     590.7993   178.2872     3.31   0.005     208.4114    973.1873
       h1000    -17.28248   95.05844    -0.18   0.858    -221.1625    186.5976
     efa1000     .0562315   1.209301     0.05   0.964    -2.537461    2.649924
                                                                              
 afternoonin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                                       Root MSE      =  2339.9
                                                       R-squared     =  0.3435
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0002
                                                       F(  4,    14) =   12.27
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons     409.4919   2313.058     0.18   0.862    -4551.523    5370.507
      mud100     44.72893   15.61272     2.86   0.012     11.24298    78.21489
 blocknumber     41.66246   135.5233     0.31   0.763     -249.006     332.331
       h1000    -95.65389    61.2103    -1.56   0.140    -226.9369    35.62916
     rfa1000     1.296052   .3782358     3.43   0.004     .4848172    2.107287
                                                                              
afternoonout        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                                       Root MSE      =  1383.7
                                                       R-squared     =  0.4464
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0126
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    4.73
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      19
                                                                              
       _cons     -1316.61   982.3905    -1.34   0.202    -3423.628    790.4079
      mud100     26.37372   9.106813     2.90   0.012     6.841552     45.9059
 blocknumber     52.91296   87.91947     0.60   0.557    -135.6555    241.4815
       h1000    -30.83969   26.75197    -1.15   0.268    -88.21696    26.53758
     tfa1000     .4215983   .2061542     2.05   0.060    -.0205584     .863755
                                                                              
     nightin        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                                       Root MSE      =   673.8
                                                       R-squared     =  0.6348
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0042
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    6.26
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      19
54 
 
Table A‐30 Ordinary least regression results(robust standard error_night‐out) 
 
 
   
       _cons     1836.568   1320.691     1.39   0.186    -996.0318    4669.167
      mud100     11.23484   10.22416     1.10   0.290     -10.6938    33.16349
 blocknumber    -65.98485   85.77366    -0.77   0.455    -249.9511    117.9814
       h1000    -65.61015   27.81498    -2.36   0.033    -125.2674   -5.952946
     tfa1000     .3030599   .1185212     2.56   0.023     .0488573    .5572625
                                                                              
    nightout        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                             Robust
                                                                              
                                                       Root MSE      =  700.98
                                                       R-squared     =  0.4602
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0145
                                                       F(  4,    14) =    4.55
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      19
55 
 
Figures 
 
Figure Appendix‐1    Luohu metro station area 
 
Figure Appendix1‐2 Guomao metro station area
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Figure Appendix‐3 Laojie metro station area 
 
 
Figure Appendix‐4 Dajuyuan metro station area 
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Figure Appendix‐5 Kexueguan metro station area 
 
 
Figure Appendix‐6 Huaqianglu metro station area 
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Figure Appendix‐7 Gangxia metro station area 
 
 
Figure Appendix‐8 Shaoniangong metro station area 
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Figure Appendix‐9 Gouwugongyuan metro station area 
 
 
Figure Appendix‐10 Xiangmihu metro station area 
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Figure Appendix‐11 Chegongmiao metro station area 
 
 
 
Figure Appendix‐12 Zhuzilin metro station area 
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Figure Appendix‐13 Qiaochengdong metro station area 
 
Figure Appendix‐14 Huaqiaocheng metro station area 
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Figure Appendix‐15 Shijiezhichuang metro station area 
 
Figure Appendix‐16 Baishizhou metro station area 
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Figure Appendix‐17 Kejiyuan metro station area 
 
 
 
Figure Appendix‐18 Shenda metro station area 
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Figure Appendix‐19 Fumin metro station area 
 
